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Employee Expenses Page (accessible to payroll clerks)
Navigation:  Main Menu > Workforce Administration > Job Information > Employee Expenses
This page may be searched by Employee ID, Name or Reference Number (Document ID).  Enter the employee ID in the designated box, click on the yellow "Search" button and a list of Employee Reimbursements will appear.  If no list appears, this means the employee has no reimbursements in EMACS. 
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Select a Reimbursement from the list by clicking anywhere on the desired line.
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The blue boxes enclose data keyed from the Employee Reimbursement Form.
The other fields are automatically populated.  When first keyed, the reimbursement will have a status of "Submit".  The status will change to "Loaded" after the reimbursement is loaded to paylines (paycheck).  After payroll is processed, the Check # box will populate (Red circles.)
Queries - Employee Expense Reimbursements (Travel Claims)
1.  SB_TRAVEL_CLAIM_EMPL_DTL
2.  SB_TRAVEL_CLAIM_FUND_DEPT_DTL
3.  SB_TRAVEL_EARNS_BY_DATE_FUND
All three queries will prompt for first and last pay period end dates (date range).  Additional prompts are Employee ID for query 1 and FAS Fund and Dept code for queries 2 and 3.
Queries 1 and 2 are based on the Employee Expenses page data records.  Available data include Document ID, travel beginning and end dates, and "out of state" indicator.  These 3 data fields are not transmitted to FAS.  Queries 1 and 2 will not include most Travel Advance payments.  This is because Travel Advances are usually processed as on-demand warrants keyed directly into paylines rather than into the Employee Expenses page.
1. SB_TRAVEL_CLAIM_EMPL_DTL - Enter an employee ID and dates at the prompts and click on 'OK'.
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Results look like this:
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2.  SB_TRAVEL_CLAIM_FUND_DEPT_DTL - prompts and data columns look like this:
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Query 3 is based on the EMACS to FAS general ledger interface record.  It will include Travel Advances as well as Employee Reimbursements.  However, it will not include Document ID, travel beginning and end dates, and the "out of state" indicator.
3.  SB_TRAVEL_EARNS_BY_DATE_FUND - prompts and data columns look like this:
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